CALL FOR GUEST EDITORS

The Caribbean Review of Gender Studies (CRGS) is inviting proposals for Guest Editorship for upcoming Special Issues. Selected Guest Editors will direct the entire Special Issue process, including preparing and publicising the Call for Papers, managing the peer review process and curating submissions such as interviews and personal testimonies, as well as poetry, art and photo and video essays for the Gender Dialogues section. You will work along with the journal’s editorial assistant who will provide administrative support towards publication. We invite you to submit proposals that contribute to feminist scholarship and theorising of gender relations in the Caribbean. We suggest but do not limit Guest Editors to the following themes:

- Gender and Climate Change
- Caribbean Feminisms
- Gender and Migration
- Gender Mainstreaming, CEDAW and the SDGs
- Future of Feminisms - Beijing +25 and beyond
- Reproductive Justice
- Geographies of Violence
- Teaching Feminisms
- Gender and Science

About the Journal
The CRGS is the online, open access journal of the Institute for Gender and Development Studies, The University of the West Indies. It seeks to stimulate cross-cultural exchanges among Caribbean peoples within the region, those in the Caribbean Diaspora, as well as those who bring a comparative perspective to bear on Caribbean gender and feminist concerns. The journal welcomes critical disciplinary or multi-disciplinary scholarly articles and creative contributions that broaden networks and enhance the global understanding and reach of Caribbean feminist thinking.

Guidelines for Guest Editors
Proposals for Special Issues should be submitted by the Lead Guest Editor of the Special Issue and must include the following:
- A suggested title for the Special Issue
- A paragraph outlining the rationale for the theme
- A list of topics to be covered in the issue
- The name of a co-guest editor, including email address, affiliation and a short biography
- Names of suggested peer reviewers for the issue
- We encourage at least one co-guest editor to be based in the Caribbean

Note: All proposals are subject to approval following a discussion of the proposed Special Issue among the journal’s Executive Editors. If approved, you will be invited to issue a Call-for-Papers for the Special Issue by the journal’s editorial assistant, from which time a period of two years is given to produce the issue. The editorial assistant will guide you through the development of the timeline for the issue.

Submit by April 30 2020 to crgs.igds@sta.uwi.edu